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Nucleation and growth of secondarymineral phases is of great importance in a variety of processes in different
fields. Mineral precipitation alters the morphology and hydrodynamics of the porous media by blocking the
pore and throats and changing the tortuosity and permeability of flow paths. Even reaction rates are affected
by the reshaping of available reactive surfaces. Any mineral precipitation process begins with the nucleation,
which is a probabilistic phenomenon. It is often overlooked in studying the reactive transport phenomena.
Nucleation controls the location and timing of crystal formation in a porous structure. The spatial distribu-
tion of stable secondary nuclei is crucial to precisely predict the hydrodynamics of the porous medium after
mineral precipitation. Thus, a deeper understanding of the mineral nucleation and growth process is essential
and it is necessary to develop a new probabilistic nucleation approach that could produce more reliable results.
Accordingly, we have developed a new probabilistic nucleation model and incorporated it into a pore-scale
Lattice Boltzmann reactive transport model to investigate the effect of various factors such as saturation ratio,
flow rate, temperature, interfacial free energy, nucleation rate, and growth rates on the distribution of pre-
cipitated secondary minerals. In our model, the probabilistic induction time statistically spreads around the
measured or reported induction time, either obtained from experiments or approximated by the exponential
nucleation rate equation suggested by the classical nucleation theory (CNT). We provide a detailed explana-
tion on how to implement the developed probabilistic nucleation approach into pore-scale reactive transport
models. We also gave a thorough description of each parameter of the probabilistic nucleation model and how
to measure or calculate them for different fluid and rock systems. Additionally, we used a new approach to
measure the disorder of the spatial mineral distributions. The developed models provide new insights into the
spatiotemporal evolution of porous media during mineral precipitation. Furthermore, the outcomes provide
the basis for implementing mineral nucleation and growth for reactive transport modeling across time-scales
and length-scales.
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